
VOTER ID CHECK EQUIPMENT

There is now a requirement for polling stations to be suitably equipped for facilitating voter 
identification checks for UK general elections, English local elections, and police and crime 
commissioner elections in England and Wales. Shaw’s are ready to support you in your 
preparations.

Allow people who choose to cover their face in public the privacy to remove their face covering for the 
purpose of having their identity verified by an election official. Our appropriate and respectful solutions 
create a designated, discreet and private area within any polling station to faciliate such ID checks.

PRIVACY BOOTHS FOR IDENTITY CHECKING

Lightweight and durable
Compact and easily portable
One person assembly
Folds flat for ease of storage
No tools or separate fixings required
Adjustable height and width
for accessibilityfor accessibility
Made in the UK

Compact Portable Voting Booth

VotePod®

Designed and 
manufactured
in the UK

Call us on 
01322 621137

Email us at 
elections@shaws.co.uk

Visit our website
www.electionsupplies.co.uk

Tweet us
@Shaws1750

“We purchased 80 VotePods, and the 
staff said that they were really good and 
really light. We watched the video clip 
which was very useful.”
Somerset West and Taunton Council

““Super. Staff who used them said they 
were really easy to use. Lightweight, 
don’t take up much space.”
Warwick District Council
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IDCheckPod
Ref: IDCP01
A single booth unit with windowed wraparound vinyl privacy screen and rectangular structural 
shelf, the IDCheckPod allows the identity of individuals to be checked by a single official at the 
polling station. Voters requesting privacy would step into the privacy booth, and remove their 
face covering in front of a viewing pane in the rear of the IDCheckPod. The polling station staff 
member, from their position behind the viewing pane, can then easily verify the identity of the 
voter against the provided photographic ID, while the voter is shielded from the eyeline of others 
by the opaque side panels.

The IDCheckPod is an ingenious, compact, adaptable, portable and, above all, 
affordable booth which can be easily lifted and assembled by a single person. 
Perfect for use in most polling station layouts, the IDCheckPod offers a distinct separate private 
area suitable for the purpose, without sacrificing floor space.
Of contemporary design and robust structure, the IDCheckPod requires no tools or separate 
fixings for assembly, features a durable silver stoved enamel finish steel frame with detachable vinyl 
privacy screen and weighs under 15kg. Ideal for transport in most small cars, the IDCheckPod 
disengages easily into 5 smaller separate components and stores flat for ease of portability and 
storage. Accessories, including a storage and transportation bag, are also available.
IDCheckPod can be easily achieved simply by purchasing the modified wraparound vinyl and 
using with an existing Shaw’s VotePod, making a Shaw’s VotePod dual purpose.
IDCheckPod is designed and manufactured in the UK.
Size: H1850mm x W720mm x D600mm (open). H935mm x W712mm x D100mm (folded)

Privacy panel room partition and privacy screen
Ref: VPP01
This L-shaped room partition and privacy screen offers a simple solution to facilitate ID checks. 
Voters requesting privacy would be instructed to step behind the room divider/privacy screen with an election official, shielded 
from the eyeline of others by the screening, and remove their face covering for easy verification of the identity of the voter 
against the provided photographic ID.
The Privacy Panel is a compact, adaptable, portable and, above all, affordable screening solution which can be easily lifted 
and assembled by a single person. Perfect for use in most polling station layouts, the Privacy Panel creates a distinct separate 
private area suitable for the purpose.
Of contemporary design and robust structure, the Privacy Panel requires no tools or separate fixings for assembly, features a 
durable silver stoved enamel finish steel frame with detachable vinyl privacy screen and weighs under 15kg. Ideal for transport 
in most small cars, the Privacy Panel disengages easily into 4 smaller separate components and stores flat for ease of portability 
and storage.
This configuration can be easily achieved simply by removing the writing shelf from the Shaw’s VotePod, making a Shaw’s 
VotePod dual purpose.
Accessories, including a storage and transportation bag, are also available. 
Privacy Panel is designed and manufactured in the UK.
Open size: H1850mm x W1300mm x D600mm

Durable screen options

Our cardboard options offer an affordable, temporary privacy screen solution.

Available in two formats, desktop or freestanding, both sizes of screen assemble in seconds and follow 
the same directions for assembly and use (see opposite).

Floorstanding identity check privacy booth
Ref: IDP05 (Cardboard)
An affordable solution in cardboard, this freestanding booth design allows the identity of 
individuals to be checked by a single official at the polling station using the viewing window. 
Voters requesting privacy would step into the privacy booth, and remove their face covering in 
front of a viewing window in the rear of the booth. The polling station staff member, from their 
position behind the viewing pane, can then easily verify the identity of the voter against the 
provided photographic ID, while the voter is shielded from the eyeline of others by the opaque 
side panels.
Heavy grade 4.5mm double core thick white cardboard construction.
Size: H1830mm x W740mm x D640mm (open). H1830mm x W740mm (folded)

Desktop identity check privacy booth
Ref: IDP07 (Cardboard)
An affordable solution in cardboard, this desktop booth design allows the identity of 
individuals to be checked by a single official at the polling station using 
the viewing window and shielded from the eyeline of others by the 
opaque side panels. This privacy screen is designed to sit atop a 
table or desk. Voters would remove their face covering in view of the 
official behind the desk. The polling station staff member, from their 
position behind the viewing pane, can then easily verify the identity 
of the voter against the provided photographic ID, while the voter is 
shielded from the eyeline of others by the opaque side panels.
Heavy grade 4.5mm double core thick white cardboard construction.
Size: H1110mm x W740mm x D640mm (open). H1110mm x 
W740mm (folded)

Directions for assembly

• Our cardboard screens are supplied in trifold format for self-assembly.
• Simply open side panels and position upright. 
• Use tabs to secure the screen into square position.

Please note that as a cardboard item, these screens are designed for single use but could be used multiple times 
if well looked after.

Directions for use

Each screen comes complete with perforated pop out section with finger hole for ease of removal.

This gives two options for use:
1) Remove the perforated pop out section using the finger hole and position screen to afford voter privacy from 

onlookers. The election official stands the other side of the viewing pane to be the single person to view the 
voter to check their ID once they have removed their face covering. [The pop out section could be attached 
to the screen to create a flap if desired, using strong adhesive tape.]

2) Do not remove the viewing pane (this will not be used). Position the screen such that the voter inside the 
screening will not be visible to other electors and polling station staff. The election official performing ID 
checks stands at the only open side of the screen. The voter turns around to face the single election official 
to have their ID checked once they have removed their face covering.

Affordable temporary screen options



SIGNAGE FOR IDENTITY CHECKING

SIGNAGE
Voter identification signage pack
Ref: EVI001
A single kit comprising signage to equip polling stations for voter ID checks. Note that our sundries pack poster pack contains 
the only prescribed poster, LE140. The below offering may also be required in practice, and contains:
1 x ID VERIFICATION: YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO SHOW YOUR FACE TO AN ELECTION OFFICIAL FOR VERIFICATION 
PURPOSES. PLEASE SPEAK TO A MEMBER OF STAFF IF YOU PREFER TO DO THIS IN PRIVATE (LE139, A3)
1 x PHOTO ID QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE (LE141, A3)
1 x PLEASE NOTE! YOU NOW NEED TO PRESENT YOUR PHOTO ID TO BE ABLE TO VOTE (LE138, A4)
1 x PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE YOUR PHOTO ID READY FOR VERIFICATION (LE137, A4)
1 x PLEASE WAIT HERE TO COLLECT YOUR BALLOT PAPER (LE136, A4)
Posters available to order separately (supplied in 10s)

Mirror for removal/re-application of face covering
Ref: EST033
This portable lightweight and smashproof acrylic mirror enables voters who have removed face coverings for 
ID checking purposes the means to re-secure it in place. Can be attached to, or hung from, privacy screens 
using cable ties (KPL01) or adhesive velcro tabs (please enquire for details). Please note hook is for illustration 
purposes only. 
Size: 17cm x 13cm

Cat. No. LE136  Shaw & Sons Ltd., Shaway House, Crayford, Kent DA1 4BZ  X121022(01)

PLEASE WAIT 
HERE

to collect your ballot paper

Cat. No. LE137  Shaw & Sons Ltd., Shaway House, Crayford, Kent DA1 4BZ  X121022(02)

Please ensure that you

HAVE YOUR PHOTO ID 
READY FOR 

VERIFICATION

ID VERIFICATON

You will be 
required to show 
your face to an 
election official 
for verification 

purposes.

Please speak to 
a member of the 
elections staff if 
you prefer to do 
this in private.

COPYRIGHT Cat. No. LE139 SHAW & SONS LTD., Crayford, Kent DA1 4BZ. Tel: 01322 621100 X121022(04) COPYRIGHT Cat. No. LE141 SHAW & SONS LTD., Crayford, Kent DA1 4BZ. Tel: 01322 621100 X121022(06)

PHOTO ID QUICK 
REFERENCE

For full details of acceptable photo ID, please see the large 

poster “PHOTO IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS ACCEPTABLE”

Passport
Driving licence

Biometric immigration 
document
PASS card

Defence Identity Card
Travel pass
Blue badge

EAA national identity card
Voter Authority Certificate

However, if you have an anonymous entry in the 
register of electors, you need your poll card and an 

anonymous elector’s document.

Note that documents must be originals and that 
photocopies are not acceptable. However, out of 

date documents may be acceptable.

Cat. No. LE138  Shaw & Sons Ltd., Shaway House, Crayford, Kent DA1 4BZ  X121022(03)

!! PLEASE NOTE !!
YOU NOW NEED TO 
PRESENT PHOTO ID 

TO BE ABLE TO VOTE

OTHER ACCESSORIES


